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Connected Algebras and Universal Covering

by Abraham S.-T. Lue

In his paper [4], Moore defined a connected group G to be one for which G

— [G, G] (thus, connected perfect), and proved that every connected group has a

unique simply connected covering group which is also its universal covering group.
Ifwe view [G, G] as the verbal subgroup of G defined by the variety of abelian groups,
then clearly the notion of connectedness can be generalised to other varieties, and in
fact to other catégories apart from groups. The basic notions involved are the invariants
of Frôhlich's [1] (the Baer invariants) and the techniques used in that paper. For
convenience, and to get away from groups, we shall work in the category <€A of
associative algebras over some commutative ring A with identity. The algebras them-
selves need not hâve an identity.

For A9 Be(£A9 and <j>:A-* Jt{ÏÏ) a homomorphism of A into the multiplication
algebra ^tf(B) of B9 we assume that Im</> is permutable on B. Let (B9 A) dénote the

semi-direct product with multiplication defined by <j>. Then (B, A)e(£A, and the exact

séquence

realizes </>.

Suppose now that B2=0. Let E 0-> B-^>E^+ A ->0 be a singular extension, and

suppose that we hâve a homomorphism \jj:A-+E satisfying n\l/=lA. If E realizes </>,

then E and E (A, B; </>) are équivalent under the homomorphism (B9 A)-+E defined by
(b9 a)h-> i (b) + \f/ (a). lfil/':A-+Eis another homomorphism which satisfies ni//' lA,
then ty — xl*' induces a map h:A-*B and h is a $-crossed homomorphism (Le., h is a

homomorphism of yl-modules, and h(ala2)=(t>(a1) h(a2)+h(a1) (t>{a2)). Clearly,
such a \j/, if it exists, is unique if and only if Z\{A9 J5)=0.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose B2=0. The following statements are équivalent.

(i) For every singular extension EofBby A which realizes 0, there exists a unique

homomorphism xj/iA-^E such that ni)/ lA.
(ii) Hl{A,B)=l
(iii) Hl(A9 B)=
The proof is straightforward. For définitions, see [3].
Let V be a variety in #A. For Be^9 suppose that <j>:A-+Jt(B)is f-central

(cf. [2]). Then F(/4)c:Ker$, and so <j> induces a homomorphism $: U(A)-+ Jt(J$)
and $is ^-central. For heZ+(A9 B)9 consider the homomorphsim Çh:A-+(B,A)
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defined by cth+(h(a), a). Since E(A, B; 0) realizes </>, it is ^-central, and so F ((0)
V(Çh). This implies that F(^)cKerA, and hence Z^(,4, £)^Z|(£/ (,4), J5). This

proves

PROPOSITION 2. IfBe-r, andif <t>:A-> J?{B) is ^-central, then

(i) Zl(A,B) Zl(U(A)9B);
(ii) A=V(A) implies (f)=0andZ\(A,B) 0.

An algebra A for which A=V(A) will be called i^-connected. A ^-connected
algebra ^4 for which ^o(^» £) 0 whenever Jîe^, 52 0, will be called i^-simply
connected. It follows then that

PROPOSITION 3. IfA is Y-connected and B2 0, then a singular extension of B
by A is Y-central if and only if Be'V and the extension is central.

If E is ^"-connected, we say that the surjective homomorphism n :E-+ A is a

^-covering homomorphism if 0 -> KerTT-» is-^-^O is ^-central. Since U préserves
surjections, this implies that A is itself ^-connected. Thus n is a ^-covering
homomorphism if and only if Ker7re^, and KerTi is central in E.

PROPOSITION 4. If A is *f -connected, then A has a universal covering algebra.

Proof. Let n:E->A be a covering homomorphism of A, and let o\F-+E be a

surjective homomorphism with Fprojective. Dénote by ^Tthe kernel of the composite
homomorphism F-> E-* A, and let F 0 -> K-^ F-* A -» 0. We obtain the commutative
diagram

0

Fi (F) F, (F)
<¦ }

i i' | (1)
K F

4 0
MF) MF)

and, since 0->Kern-*E-*A-*0 is ^-central, the commutative diagram

K F
0-

Fi(F) V^F)
i i, II (2)

where the vertical maps of (2) are induced by a and are surjections.
The upper row of (1) is a ^-central extension of A F (A)), and so to show that
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it is a covering of A, we must show that V(F)/V1(F) is ^-connectée!. From the

^-centrality, and since F is projective, we can find a homomorphism p:F/Vi(¥)
-+ V (F)l V1 (F) such that £0 rj. This implies that rj rjap and Çpn Ç. Again from the

^-centrality of the rows of (1), we deduce that F (a£)= V (lF/Vi(F)) and that F (#*)
^0k(f)/ki(f)). Thus F(F)/F1(F)=F{F(F)/F1(F)}, or in other words,

V (F)/ Vt (F) is ^-connected.
Finally, to show universality, we prove that V (y) : V (F)/ Vx (F) -» F is a ^-covering

homomorphsim. Since E=V(E) and F préserves surjections, then F (y) is a surjec-
tion. Actually, V(y) ya9 and Keryac F (F) r^KjV^ (F), and so Keryae^ and

.E^O (3)

is a central extension (recall that the first row of (1) is a central extension). By
Proposition 3, (3) is ^-central. This complètes the proof.

The algebras F(F)nA:/F1(F) and F (F)/ V1 (F) are the Baer-invariants of A,
defined by Frôhlich in [1], and are denoted by DXU(A) and D0V(A) respectively.
They do not dépend on the choice of F, and in a natural sensé, they généralise the
idea of the Schur multiplier. At first sight, the covering homomorphism £ : Do V (A) -*A
appears to dépend on n and on a. That this is not the case was proved by Frôhlich in
m.

PROPOSITION 5. The universal covering of a i^-connected algebra is unique.

Proof. Let t:X-*A, t': Y-+A be both universal coverings of A. Then there exist

covering homomorphisms q:X-+ Y, q': Y-+X such that t'£ t and tq' %'. Hence

t'qq' t9 and since 0->Ker t'-> Y-+A-+0 is ^-central, we have F(gg')= F (ly).
But Y= V(Y)9 and so qq' lY- Similarly, we prove that q'q \x.

PROPOSITION 6. If the V-connected algebra A has a i^-simply connectée!

covering algebra X, then X is the universal cover ofA. Furthermore, every i^-covering of
A has X as universal cover,

Proof. Suppose t : X -> A is a ^-cover of A, where X is ^-simply connected, and

let t': 7"-> A be the universal cover of A (thus Y=D0V (A), by Proposition 4). By
universality, there exists a ^-covering q': Y-^X such that tq' %'. From f-simply
connectedness of X, there exists a (unique) homomorphism q:X-+Y such that
q'q 1x. Then use Lemma 7.

Suppose that E-+A is a f^-covering of A. Then this induces f-covering
homomorphisms DQV(A)->E and D0V(E)-^D0V(A). By the first part, D0V(A) is

y-simply connected, and therefore 0-^Kera-*DoF(^)-»0 is -^-central and splits.

By Lemma 7, D0V(E)ç*D0V(A).
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LEMMA 7. // 0-»Z-> Y-^X-+0 is *T-central and splits, and if X and Y are
'V-connected, then ce is an isomorphism and Z=0.

Proof. Let fi : X -> Y be the spliiting homomorphism, i.e. a/?=lx. Then a oc/ta,

and from ^-centrality we hâve V (ly)= V(fia). From the connectedness, this implies
that ly j8a.

PROPOSITION 8. A f^-connected algebra A is -f-simply connected if and only if
D1U(A) 0.

Proof If A is ^-simply connected, then the f-central extension Q^D^U{A)
-*DQV(A)-^A->0 splits. Since both A and DoV(A) are ^-connected, then by

Conversely, suppose that D^U(A) 0. Let 0-+Kçrn-*E^>A 0 be a singular
^-central extension. Then, as in the proof of Proposition 4, we obtain commutative

diagrams (1) and (2), where £ is an isomorphism. The map ya^"1 :A -> E will then be

the required splitting map.
In the group case, where the variety concerned is the variety of abelian groups,

Moore has shown that the universal covering of every connected group is a simply
connected group. This is no longer true in our généralisation. Later on we shall

exhibit a counter-example. It is of interest however to ask under what conditions will
a simply connected covering exist. In view of Proposition 6, this is équivalent to asking
when the universal cover D0V (A) of A is ^-simply connected.

Suppose then that A—V{A\ and let

E 0 -> B -> E -> Do V (A) -? 0 (4)

be a ^-central extension with B2 0. This means (Proposition 3) that E is a central
extension and that Bei^. Pulling up via Dx U (A)-> Do V (A), we get the commutative

diagram whose rows and columns are exact

0

i

ï
E

ï
A

i
0

0

1

1

i
-+D0V(A)

4«

V(A)
1

0

1

0-+B-+E ->DoV(A)-+0 (5)

Put E* O^B^E*^D1U(A)^O,anda O->E*->E^A-+O.SinœEis ^-central,
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then so is E*. If E splits, then so does E*, and in this case, since Dx U (A)eir, we hâve

E*eir. Furthermore, since DxU (A)-+DQV{A) is central, then H is a central extension,

and hence is ^-central. Thus E splits implies il is ^-central.
Conversely, suppose that £1 is ^-central. Then (cf. (1), (2)) we hâve a homomor-

phism Do V (A) -» E whose composite with E -* A is £. Since the right-hand column of
(5) is ^-central, and since D0V (A) is ^-connected, then the composite map D0V (A)
-> E -> D0V (A) is the identity map on D0V(A). Hence E splits. We hâve therefore

proved

PROPOSITION 9. If A is Y-connected, then the V-central extension (4) splits if
and only if il is Y-central.

PROPOSITION 10. If Y contains the variety s? of zéro algebras, then the uni-

versal covering of any Y-connected algebra is i^-simply connected.

Proof In view of Proposition 9, we hâve to prove that, given any ^-central
extension (4), the resulting séquence il is ^-central. Since D0V(A) is ^-connected,
then E~B+ V(E). Now E*E+EE*cB, and since ^dj/, then V(E)cE2. Therefore

E*E E*V(E)czE*E2c:BE 0. Similarly, EE* 0. Hence Q is a central
extension. Since ^z>j/, then E*eitr, and so lî is ^-central.

COROLLARY 11. The universal cover of any stf-connected algebra is s/-simply
connected.

We conclude by considering the variety i^j. Let / dénote an idéal of A ,our back-

ground ring. Then ^j dénotes the variety consisting of those algebras A for which
JA=0. For this variety, we hâve (cf. [1]):

(i) V(A)=JA9
(ii) U(A)=A/J®AA,
(iii)
(iv)
(v) D0V(A)-> V{A) is given by j®a-*ja.

PROPOSITION 12. Every Yrconnected algebra which is finitely generated as a
A-module is iTj-simply connected.

Proof. Suppose that A is finitely generated as yt-module, and that A=JA. Then
there exists jue/ such that a=fia for ail aeA. Under the epimorphism J®A-+JA,
IXfèa^p^IX^i is mapped onto Ikfa. Therefore the kernel of this epimorphism is

0, i.e. TORi(yi//, A) =0. In view of (iv) and Proposition 8, A is ^j-simply connected.

If we take A to be the ring Z of rational integers, and /to be the principal idéal (p)
generated byp,p¥>09 then the abelian group A QjZ (where Q dénotes the rationals)
is divisible, and so, regarding A as a ring with trivial multiplication, then A is Y^y
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connectée. The universal cover of A is {p)®QjZi which is not y(p)-simply connectée!

since Ker {(p)®(p)®QJZ-* (p)®Q/Z} #0.
Finally, we state the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward.

PROPOSITION 13. Suppose that ir1 and ^2 are two varieties such that irl => ^2.
(i) Every Y\-connected algebra is also 'V2-connected.

(ii) Every ^^simply connected algebra is also ir2-simply connected.

(iii) lfi^xc\stf — 'V*1c\stf> then every i^^covering homomorphism ofa i^^connect-
ed algebra is also a ir1-covering homomorphism.

(iv) If f1nj/=f2r>^ then the Y\-universal covering of a Y\-connected
algebra is also Us Y\-universal covering.

COROLLARY 14. //^^j/, and if A=V(A), then D0V{A) F2j{FK+KF)
and DlU(A) (F2nK)/(FK+ KF), where 0-+K-+F-+A-+0 is a projectiveprésentation

of A.
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